
 

Proper Application Procedures 
IMPORTANT:  All steps are necessary  

for optimal grain protection 

1. Clean bins. Bins should be free of all debris 
above & below floors.  

2. Ensure all holes are sealed. 

3. Treat bins by spraying or fogging.  

4. Clean perimeter of bins of weeds and debris so 
bugs can’t hide. 

5. Treat perimeter of bins. 

6. Spray the grain stream as it is transferred into 
storage. 

Option 1: Interior & Exterior Spraying 

In a backpack or hand sprayer, mix: 

 3.5 oz of GRAVISTA   
(3.5 oz of CENTYNAL SI can be substituted for 
exterior use) 

 

 Per 1 gallon of water 

And apply a course spray to:  

• Equipment 

• Wall & floor surfaces of bins & warehouses 

• 6 feet up inside 

• 3 feet up on the foundation 

• Band of soil 6-10 feet wide around 

• Repeat exterior treatment every 7-10 (or immedi-
ately after rain) days during bug season. 

At a rate of 1 gallon per 1,000 square feet BEFORE 

handling grain.  

>>Do NOT allow product runoff.<< 

See the label for detailed instructions. 

Option 2: Interior Fogging 

1. Measure the space to be fogged and calcu-

late the volume.*  

2. Mix 1.25 ounces Diacon® IGR, 11 ounces  

Pyronyl™ Crop Spray and 116 ounces of wa-

ter per 128,000 cubic ft of space for crawling 

insects.  This is a total of 1 gallon. 

3. Close up the treated area during application 

and for 30 minutes after (no grain covering 

is required). The area to be fogged must be 

reasonably air-tight so fog can be held for at 

least 30 minutes, per label instructions.  

Interior fogging can also be done after grain is 

stored, but not instead of pre-storage. 

*Fogging how-to guide, including area  

calculations,  all labels, & the latest PDF ver-

sions of this sheet are available here:  

www.realmccoy.ag/support 

Bin & Warehouse Treatment 

Spraying the Grain Stream 
1. Determine application location. 

2. Determine the speed of the grain transfer & 
select Teejet tip(s) that match at lowest PSI. 

3. Determine the quantity of grain to be treated. 

4. Mix products with 5 gallons (10 gallons for 
rice) of water per 1,000 bushels. (See other 
side for grain-specific measurements) 

5. Use chart to determine starting pump pressure 
to spray 5 gallons (10 gallons for rice by using 
2x multiplier) of mixture to 1,000 bushels and 
calibrate your system to match ounces per mi-
nute necessary to match your grain flow rate. 

6. Calibrate system before each use. 

Help is just a  

click or call away! 
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Teejet Tip Selection Chart 



Buy a minimum of 25 gallons of  

GRAVISTA or 40 Gallons of Centynal SI to 

get the pump kit with tank for free!  

Tanks range from 30 to 270 gallons de-

pending on your needs.  

 

Details at www.RealMcCoy.ag/Sprayer 
2.5 Gallon 2.5 Gallon Quart Gallon Gallon 2.5 Gallon Gallon Liter 40lb Box 
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Products Available for Quick Shipment 


